TEST TAKING TIPS
Prior to launching the actual test, the AKT ODA Holder’s testing software will provide you with
an opportunity to practice navigating through the test. This practice (or tutorial) session may
include a “sample” question(s). These sample questions have no relation to the content of the
test, but are meant to familiarize you with the look and feel of the system screens, including
selecting an answer, marking a question for later review, time remaining for the test, and other
features of the testing software.
When taking a test, keep the following points in mind:
•
•
•
•
•

Get a good night’s sleep
Eat a before testing.
Carefully read the instructions given with the test.
Answer each question in accordance with the latest regulations and guidance publications.
Read each question carefully before looking at the answer options. You should clearly
understand the problem before attempting to solve it.
• After formulating an answer, determine which answer option corresponds with your answer.
The answer you choose should completely resolve the problem.
• From the options given, it may appear there is more than one possible answer; however,
there is only one answer that is correct and complete. The other options are either
incomplete, erroneous, or derived from popular misconceptions.

TEST TAKING TIPS
• If a certain question is difficult for you, it is best to mark it for review and proceed to the next
question.
• After you answer the less difficult questions, return to those marked for review and answer
them. The review marking procedure will be explained to you prior to starting the test.
• Although the computer should alert you to unanswered questions, make sure every
question has an answer recorded. This procedure will enable you to use the available time to
maximum advantage.
• When solving a calculation problem, select the answer closest to your solution. The problem
has been checked with various types of calculators; therefore, if you have solved it correctly,
your answer will be closer to the correct answer than any of the other choices.
• For graph type questions, you may request a printed copy of the graph upon which you may
actually draw and write to compute the answer.
• You have 3 choices to each question (a, b, and c)
1. One of those answers will be noticeably wrong
2. One will be a “distractor”; that is almost right but not quite or containing more than
one explanation of which one part will be right and the other part wrong.
3. One question will be right.
• If the question is mathematical, select the answer most close to your calculated answer. It
may not be exactly the same as your calculation so choose the closest.

Please review the excellent helpful documents in your student folder

For an excellent video review of all the key Part 107 facts, please consider
viewing the following videos
REVIEW AND TEST PREP: 1hr 43mins: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6_ucCKFJUCU
Webinar on difficult questions 1hr 4mins. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JxLOwxjX-68

